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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses several hypotheses designed to explain why AOGCM simulations of future climate in the

third phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3) feature an intensified reduction of pre-

cipitation over the Meso-America (MA) region. While the drying is consistent with an amplification of the sub-

tropical high pressure cells and an equatorward contraction of convective regions due to the ‘‘upped ante’’ for

convection in a warmer atmosphere, the physical mechanisms behind the intensity and robustness of the MA drying

signal have not been fully explored. Regional variations in sea surface temperature (SST) warming may play a role.

First, SSTs over the tropical North Atlantic (TNA) do not warm as much as the surrounding ocean. The tropo-

sphere senses a TNA that is cooler than the tropical Pacific, potentially exciting a Gill-type response, increasing the

strength of the North Atlantic subtropical high. Second, the warm ENSO-like state simulated in the eastern tropical

Pacific could decrease precipitation over MA, as warm ENSO events are associated with drying over MA.

The authors use the International Centre for Theoretical Physics (ICTP) AGCM to investigate the effects

of these regional SST warming variations on the projected drying over MA. First, the change of SSTs [Special

Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) A1B’s Twentieth-Century Climate in Coupled Model (A1B-20C)] in

the ensemble average of the CMIP3 models is applied to determine if the ICTP AGCM can replicate the

future drying. Then the effects of 1) removing the reduced warming over the TNA, 2) removing the warm

ENSO-event-like pattern in the eastern tropical Pacific, and 3) applying uniform SST warming throughout the

tropics are tested. The ICTP AGCM can reproduce the general pattern and amount of precipitation over MA.

Simulations in which the CMIP3 A1B-20C ensemble-average SSTs are added to climatological SSTs show

drying of more than 20% over the MA region, similar to the CMIP3 ensemble average. Replacing the rel-

atively cooler SSTs over the TNA excites a Gill response consistent with an off-equatorial heating anomaly,

showing that the TNA relative cooling is responsible for about 16% (31%) of the drying in late spring (early

summer). The warm ENSO-like SST pattern over the eastern Pacific also affects precipitation over the MA

region, with changes of 19% and 31% in March–June (MMJ) and June–August (JJA), respectively. This work

highlights the importance of understanding even robust signals in the CMIP3 future scenario simulations, and

should aid in the design and analysis of future climate change studies over the region.

1. Introduction

One of the most robust climate change signals in the

models of the third phase of the Coupled Model In-

tercomparison Project (CMIP3) (Meehl et al. 2007b)

used for the Fourth Assessment Report (AR4) of the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is
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a projected future drying over the Meso-America (MA)

region including Central America, southern Mexico,

and the Caribbean (Giorgi 2006; Neelin et al. 2006;

Rauscher et al. 2008; Maurer et al. 2009). In the future

scenario simulations, precipitation decreases by as much

as 25%, with the largest decreases in June and July, the

beginning of the core rainy season for much of MA.

Large-scale circulation features associated with this late

spring and early summer [May–July (MJJ)] drying in-

clude a southward displacement of the eastern Pacific

ITCZ, stronger low-level easterlies (Vecchi and Soden

2007), and a more intense Caribbean low-level jet (CLLJ)

(Rauscher et al. 2008). In association with these strong

easterlies, the North Atlantic subtropical high (NASH)

expands westward early and intensifies compared with

twentieth-century climatology. The stronger NASH is as-

sociated with lower relative humidity, anomalous subsid-

ence, and increased low-level divergence that discourage

convection in the early part of the rainy season (Vecchi

and Soden 2007; Cook et al. 2008; Rauscher et al. 2008).

The decrease in precipitation and changes in the NASH

are consistent with a general intensification and poleward

movement of the subtropical high pressure cells noted

in observations and models (Christensen et al. 2007), and

perhaps with an equatorward contraction of tropical con-

vective regions due to the ‘‘upped ante’’ for convection in

a warmer, more stable atmosphere (Neelin et al. 2003;

Chou and Neelin 2004). However, the drying over MA is

particularly robust compared to other regions on con-

vective margins (Neelin et al. 2006). The question of why

MA is the strongest climate change ‘‘hot spot’’ (Giorgi

2006) (or in this case, ‘‘dry spot’’) in the tropics and sub-

tropics requires further exploration.

The pattern of SST warming in the tropics and sub-

tropics has recently emerged as an important factor in

the regional response to greenhouse-gas-induced cli-

mate change (Xie et al. 2010; Clement et al. 2010). Since

the tropical-mean SST will determine upper-tropospheric

temperature changes, areas where SSTs do not warm as

much will have greater static stability and vice versa

(Sobel et al. 2002; Chiang and Sobel 2002). This may be

the case over the tropical North Atlantic (TNA) where

there is less warming compared to the global tropical strip

(Vecchi and Soden 2007; Leloup and Clement 2009). This

reduced warming over the TNA is a robust feature in

AOGCMs that is the result of ‘‘the influence of the cli-

matological wind speed on the efficiency of the latent

heat flux: it is easy to cool off windy regions resulting in

a smaller SST change’’ (Leloup and Clement 2009; Xie

et al. 2010). The reduced warming over the TNA vis-à-vis

other tropical ocean basins could excite a Gill-type re-

sponse (Gill 1980), enhancing surface divergence and

increasing the strength of the NASH and potentially the

strength of the Caribbean low-level jet (Wang and Lee

2007; Wang et al. 2007, 2008). In fact, several of the CMIP3

models show a Gill-type response to the warming mini-

mum, with low-level anticyclonic circulations and upper-

level cyclonic circulation to the northwest of the area of

reduced warming (Rauscher et al. 2008). In contrast to

the TNA, the tropical eastern Pacific warms more than

the zonal mean. Such a warm ENSO-event-like state

in the eastern tropical Pacific could reduce precipitation

over MA, as warm ENSO events are associated (al-

though weakly) with drying over the MA region and a

more southerly position of the eastern Pacific ITCZ

(Hastenrath 1976, 1978; Ropelewski and Halpert 1987;

Enfield 1996; Waylen et al. 1996; Enfield and Mayer

1997; Giannini et al. 2000; Curtis 2002; Hastenrath 2002;

Magaña et al. 2003).

Here we make use of the International Centre for

Theoretical Physics (ICTP) AGCM (Molteni 2003) to

investigate the effects of the differential warming in the

tropical North Atlantic and the eastern tropical Pacific

on the projected drying over MA. First, we apply the

change in SSTs [Special Report on Emissions Scenarios

(SRES) A1B Twentieth-Century Climate in Coupled

Models (20C3M), hereafter A1B-20C] from the en-

semble average of 17 of the CMIP3 models to deter-

mine if the ICTP AGCM can replicate the future drying

signal found in many of the CMIP3 models. Then we

test the effects of 1) removing the reduced warming over

the tropical North Atlantic, 2) removing the warm

ENSO-event-like pattern in the eastern tropical Pacific,

and 3) applying uniform SST warming over the tropics

and subtropics. In these experiments, CO2 concentra-

tions are kept constant so that the climate response to

the applied SST forcing may be isolated. Of course, in

the CMIP3 runs the ensemble-mean SST increase in the

twenty-first century is a consequence of the greenhouse

gas (GHG) forcing from the A1B scenario. Nonetheless,

Stephenson and Held (1993) argue that CO2 affects

the atmosphere, both directly through changes in radia-

tive heating and cooling rates (directly) and also indirectly

by changing SSTs. The main additional direct effects of

the CO2 absorption change on the model climate are a

stratospheric cooling, a moderate increase in land surface

temperatures, and a positive Arctic Oscillation response

(e.g., Bracco et al. 2004). However, the indirect effect

appears to overcome the direct effect. An additional sim-

ulation in which CO2 absorption in the longwave spec-

trum is increased is performed for comparison.

In section 2 we detail the models, data, and experi-

mental setup. Section 3 describes the results of the ex-

periments, focusing on precipitation, sea level pressure

(SLP), and the 925-hPa and 200-hPa circulation. Finally,

section 4 presents the discussion and conclusions.
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2. Methods

a. ICTP AGCM

The model used in this study is the ICTP AGCM

(Molteni 2003). It is based on a hydrostatic spectral

dynamical core (Held and Suarez 1994) and uses the

vorticity divergence form described by Bourke (1974).

The parameterized processes include shortwave and

longwave radiation; large-scale condensation; convec-

tion; surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture;

and vertical diffusion. Convection is represented by

a mass flux scheme that is activated where conditional

instability is present, and boundary layer fluxes are

obtained by stability-dependent bulk formulae. A sim-

ple one-layer thermodynamic model determines land

and ice temperatures. In this study, the ICTP AGCM is

configured with eight vertical (sigma) levels [an im-

provement to the model version presented by Molteni

(2003), which used five] and with a spectral truncation

at total wavenumber 30. Applications of the ICTP AGCM

can be found in Bracco et al. (2005) and Kucharski et al.

(2006a,b, 2009).

b. Data

The SST forcing data come from two sets of CMIP3

simulations (Meehl et al. 2007b); as a control, we use the

20C3M (referred to here as 20C). The 20C experiments

originate from preindustrial control runs. In those runs,

historical measurements of greenhouse gases, sulfate

aerosols, and solar and volcanic forcings are applied for

the twentieth century. For the future climate projection,

we analyze the emission scenario A1B (Nakicenovic and

Swart 2000), which uses medium-high carbon emissions

(between 1450 and 1800 GtC) and carbon dioxide con-

centrations (700 ppm by 2100) to be consistent with the

analysis of Rauscher et al. (2008). Although we focus

on one scenario, previous work has indicated that re-

gional precipitation change patterns are relatively insen-

sitive to the scenario (Giorgi and Bi 2005). We compare

two periods: 1961–90 (twentieth century) and 2061–90

(twenty-first century). We add the delta of the ensemble

average SSTs (A1B-20C) from 17 models [see Table 1 in

Rauscher et al. (2008)] to climatological observed SSTs

derived from the European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts reanalysis (see Molteni 2003).

Model performance in simulating precipitation is eval-

uated using observed data from two gridded monthly pre-

cipitation datasets: the Climate Prediction Center Merged

Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) (Xie and Arkin 1996)

and the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)

dataset (Huffman et al. 2009). Both are blended prod-

ucts of global satellite and gauge data on a 2.58 latitude–

longitude grid. We employ these fairly coarse-resolution

data because they have coverage over both land and

ocean and also because their grid spacing is similar to

that employed by the ICTP AGCM, which at T30 is

approximately 3.88 latitude 3 longitude. We use the period

1979–2002. Simulated SLP and wind data are compared

with the National Centers for Environmental Prediction–

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–

NCAR) reanalysis project (NNRP) (Kalnay et al. 1996).

c. Experiments

A set of six experiments, each 100 years in length, is

performed with the ICTP AGCM. The control experi-

ment (CTL) is run with an observed climatology of SSTs

with no interannual variability except an annual cycle. In

experiment A1B we add the delta SST (A1B-20C) to the

climatological observed SSTs described in the previous

section. The applied deltas are a 30-yr climatology, but

the annual cycle is retained. The applied SST warming

(annual average) for experiment A1B is shown in Fig. 1a.

For completeness, we perform an experiment in which

the longwave absorption of CO2 exponentially increases

with 1950 as a reference, resulting in about a 50% in-

crease in 100 yr (A1BCO2, not shown since the SST

configuration is the same as in experiment A1B).

To determine the effects of the reduced warming over

the TNA [see Fig. 4c in Vecchi and Soden (2007)], we

add the difference between the zonal mean and each

grid point for a box covering the area 108–308N, 100–

158W [anomaly with one times the zonal mean differ-

ence (ANOM1Z), Fig. 1b]. Grid points to the west of the

Central American isthmus in the Pacific Ocean were

excluded. In this way the SSTs are made equivalent to

the zonal-mean warming over the region. The month in

which the SST warming is the lowest compared to the

zonal average is shown in Fig. 2a. Maximum differences

occur in late spring and early summer in many regions,

although the Gulf of Mexico shows greater differences

in winter (Fig. 2b). To exaggerate the effects of this

experiment and to explore the consequences of an op-

posite zonal contrast between the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, we add four times the zonal mean difference,

creating a warm SST anomaly (SSTA) over the same

region (ANOM4Z, Fig. 1c). Hence, we use ANOM1Z to

assess the importance of the relative cooling in the At-

lantic (i.e., a quantitative assessment), whereas the larger

amplitude experiment, ANOM4Z, pinpoints the physical

mechanism in more detail. Note that the largest SST

changes imposed in ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z are located

in the eastern part of the Atlantic warm pool (AWP), the

Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean Sea, and western tropical

Atlantic. Therefore, our SST changes are slightly different

in location and magnitude than those employed in studies

that directly examine the effect of the AWP on climate
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(Wang et al. 2007, 2008). In those AWP experiments, the

imposed SST changes are confined west of 408W [see

Fig. 1 in Wang et al. (2007, 2008)], with maximum dif-

ferences located around the island of Cuba. In contrast, in

our experiments the largest differences are located farther

east, around 208W.

Two additional experiments are performed to identify

the effects of uniform warming over the tropical strip

and to isolate the effects of the warm ENSO-like pattern

in the eastern tropical Pacific. In experiment TROPICS,

a uniform warming of approximately 2 K (the average

warming over the region 408S–408N, 08–3608) is applied

to the spatially varying climatology. This allows us to

assess the upped ante effect and its contribution to the

drying over the MA region. To investigate the effects of

the warm ENSO-like SST pattern in the eastern Pacific

(experiment EPAC), we compute the area-average dif-

ference (A1B-20C) over 158S–158N, 1808–808W, and then

add this difference to the climatological SSTs over the

same region (158S–158N, 1808–808W). This removes the

warm anomaly along the equator and the cool anomaly

near 108S, 1208W (Fig. 1d).

3. Results

a. Model climatology

First, we examine the annual cycle of precipitation to

determine whether the ICTP model can reproduce the

precipitation climatology for the region. For the annual

cycle analysis, we define the Meso-America region as

98–248N, 958–608W, which includes Central America,

southern Mexico and the Yucatan Peninsula, and the

FIG. 1. SST changes (8C) in experiments (a) A1B 2 CTL, (b)

AN0M1Z 2 A1B, (c) ANOM4Z 2 A1B, (d) EPAC 2 A1B, and

(e) TROPICS 2 A1B. Positive (negative) values are in red (blue).

Areas over which the SST changes were made are outlined.
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western Caribbean. Over much of this region, the rainy

season extends from May to October with maxima in June

and September/October and slightly lower precipitation

totals in July and August (Hastenrath 1967). This period

of lower rainfall is called the midsummer drought (MSD)

(Magaña et al. 1999).

Figure 3 shows that the ICTP CTL simulates the

precipitation annual cycle fairly well, although precip-

itation is overestimated compared to observations and is

shifted late by about one month. The 20C CMIP3 en-

semble average is shown for comparison. Almost all of

the CMIP models underestimate precipitation over this

region (Dai 2006; Rauscher et al. 2008), due in part to

a SST cold bias of 18–28C in the Intra-Americas Sea

(IAS) region (Dai 2006). One noticeable feature is the

wet bias of the ICTP AGCM versus the dry bias of the

CMIP3 models. This difference is consistent with pre-

vious comparisons of CMIP versus the Atmospheric

Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) simulations of

tropical precipitation (e.g., Covey et al. 2003; Lin 2007).

Now we assess the ICTP AGCM precipitation cli-

matology for MJJ since this is the time of the year that

shows the most pronounced future drying. Figure 4a

shows GPCP precipitation climatology, while the ICTP

AGCM is shown in Fig. 4b. The climatology of the GPCP

data is very similar to the CMAP data, so the latter are

not shown here. The ICTP AGCM has a spatial pattern

of precipitation that resembles the observations. The

eastern Pacific ICTZ precipitation tends to be too in-

tense in the model, although the latitudinal position is

similar to observations (if a little too narrow). The At-

lantic ITCZ is located too far south and appears to be

somewhat discontinuous, a feature seen in other AGCMs

such as ECHAM (Rauscher et al. 2007). However, both

FIG. 2. Monthly average SST differences (8C) from (a) zonal mean over ANOM1Z area and

(b) month of maximum deviation from zonal-mean precipitation difference (A1B 2 20C).

FIG. 3. Annual cycle of average precipitation (mm day21) for

CMAP (solid black) and GPCP (short dashed black) observations,

ensemble average of CMIP3 20C simulations (green), the ensemble

average of the CMIP3 A1B simulations (green dashed), CTL simu-

lation for the ICTP AGCM (blue), and A1B simulation for the ICTP

AGCM simulation (blue dashed) for MA (98–248N, 958–608W).
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the ICTP AGCM simulation and the GPCP observations

show slight precipitation minima over the Gulf of Mexico

and the Caribbean Sea. Examining the ICTP AGCM

depiction of the low-level circulation (Fig. 4d), we see

that the NASH does not extend far enough westward

toward the North American continent. The circulation

around the NASH is well simulated, with a suggestion of

the Caribbean low-level jet, a maximum in easterly winds

located near 158N, 708–808W (Amador 1998; Wang and

Lee 2007; Wang 2007). Over the tropical eastern Pacific,

SLP is generally too high east of 1608W from 108S to

108N, but the winds converge at about 58N in both the

NNRP (Fig. 4c) and the ICTP AGCM, although the

convergence appears to be stronger in the ICTP AGCM,

which may be related to the narrow ITCZ.

b. Experiment A1B

Comparing the annual cycle of precipitation between

the ICTP-modeled A1B and CTL simulations (Fig. 3),

precipitation decreases throughout most of the year in

the ICTP AGCM A1B experiment. The precipitation

changes are concentrated over the early part of the rainy

season and the MSD, with a maximum change in May

for the ICTP AGCM and in July for the CMIP3 en-

semble average. This is also the period when the SST

warming minimum is most pronounced in the tropical

Atlantic (Fig. 2). Figure 5a shows the spatial map for the

difference in precipitation for MJJ for A1B 2 CTL. For

all results, unless otherwise indicated, shaded regions

are significant at the 90% level using a Student’s t test.

Similar to the CMIP3 model results (see Fig. 9 in

Rauscher et al. 2008), drying is present over MA, with

decreases in precipitation of more than 20% over Central

America and larger decreases over the tropical Atlantic

in the region that corresponds to the SST warming min-

imum (108–258N, 608–208W). It is interesting that the

ICTP AGCM captures the drying over the MA region

with SST forcing alone and without increasing green-

house gas concentrations, although the drying is accen-

tuated over the Caribbean if the longwave absorption

effects of CO2 increases are included, as in experiment

A1BCO2 (Figs. 6a,b). If the SST forcing alone is enough

to drive the precipitation changes, this implies that the

main effect (or most relevant for the processes under

investigation) of GHG forcing is to initially change SSTs

and then influence the rainfall.

However, the SLP response (Fig. 7a) in the ICTP

AGCM is somewhat out of sync with the CMIP3 model

results. While SLP does increase in the MA region,

consistent with the CMIP3 models, SLP also increases

FIG. 4. Average MJJ seasonal precipitation rate (mm day21) for (a) GPCP data (1979–2002) and (b) ICTP AGCM, and seasonal SLP

(hPa) and 925-hPa winds (m s21) for (c) NNRP data (1968–96) and (d) ICTP AGCM.
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over all of North America. In addition, there is an ap-

parent decrease in the strength of the NASH, opposite

of what is seen in the CMIP3 ensemble average, and the

NASH does not move westward early in the A1B ex-

periment compared to the CTL (not shown). These dif-

ferences are likely due to the absence of GHG increase in

the experimental setup, which decreases the warming

over the North American continent and reduces the

land–sea contrast between North America and the Gulf

of Mexico/tropical Atlantic. In an additional experiment

that includes the effects of higher longwave absorption of

CO2 (A1BCO2), SLP increases in the area of the NASH

(Fig. 6d) when compared to the A1B experiment.

c. Experiments ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z

In MJJ, both ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z show precip-

itation increases over the SST forcing region (Figs. 5b,c).

Despite the small forcing applied in ANOM1Z (0.18–0.28),

there are statistically significant increases in precipita-

tion of up to 80% compared to the A1B experiment over

a small area near 208N, 608W. To quantify the relative

contribution of the reduced warming over TNA to the

drying over the Meso-America region defined in section

3a, we compare the area-averaged seasonal precipitation

differences for ANOM1Z and A1B versus the CTL ex-

periment, that is, 1 2 [(ANOM1Z 2 CTL)/(A1B 2 CTL),

FIG. 5. Average MJJ percent differences in precipitation for (a) A1B 2 CTL, (b) ANOM1Z 2 A1B, (c) ANOM4Z 2 A1B, (d) EPAC 2

A1B, (e) TROPICS 2 A1B, and (f) TROPICS 2 CTL. Positive (negative) values are in green (brown). Shaded areas are significant with

alpha 5 0.10. Contour interval is from 2100% to 100% at 20% increments.
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and find that in MJJ the TNA warming minimum accounts

for about 16% of the drying. In June–August (JJA) this

amount increases to 31%. The magnitude and spatial

extent of the increase in precipitation are greater in

ANOM4Z, with precipitation changes of up to and more

than 100% (ANOM4Z 2 A1B) in some grid boxes. In

fact, when ANOM4Z 2 CTL (Fig. 8) is compared to

A1B 2 CTL (Fig. 5a), much of the drying over the Ca-

ribbean Sea disappears or is even reversed. The ANOM4Z

experiment also displays increased drying to the north

and south of the wetter region compared to the A1B

simulation, as exemplified by an amplified drying signal

over northern Mexico and Texas. The precipitation ef-

fects of the applied SST anomalies in ANOM1Z and

ANOM4Z do not appear to extend far out into the Pa-

cific. The response in JJA is similar, although ANOM1Z

shows positive precipitation response west of Central

America that is not present in MJJ, suggesting slightly

more remote (or far reaching) effects of the applied

forcing (not shown).

Considering the circulation response in ANOM4Z

and ANOM1Z compared to A1B, in MJJ SLP decreases

over the region of applied forcing (Figs. 7b,c); the effect

is greater in ANOM4Z than in ANOM1Z, so we turn

our attention to ANOM4Z to better identify the physi-

cal mechanism at work. Associated with the SLP de-

crease is a low-level cyclonic circulation shown as a

negative anomaly in the 925-hPa streamfunction and

wind vectors (Fig. 9a). These results are qualitatively

similar to those of Enfield et al. (2006) and Wang et al.

(2007, 2008), who tested the effects of the Atlantic warm

pool on the circulation in the Caribbean and found that

a warmer/larger Atlantic warm pool tends to reduce the

strength of the NASH. At the 200-hPa level (Fig. 9b),

there is a positive eddy streamfunction anomaly and an

anticyclonic circulation to the north and west of the heat-

ing anomaly. The presence of this baroclinic structure

close to the imposed SST forcing is consistent with a Gill

response to an off-equatorial heating anomaly (Gill 1980).

Following the steady, linearized vorticity equation (Gill

1980), a negative heating anomaly and associated column

shrinking would be balanced by equatorward motion to

the west of the forcing. Therefore, a Gill response to a cold

anomaly is characterized by a low-level anticyclone to the

west of the cooling and an upper-level cyclone, thus pro-

viding a baroclinic structure. This part may be interpreted

as the Rossby wave part of the response. An examination

of the 200-hPa velocity potential (x) and divergent wind

FIG. 6. Average MJJ differences in precipitation (percent) (a),(c) SLP and (b),(d) 925-hPa winds (m s21) (a),(b) A1BCO2 2 CTL

and (c),(d) A1BCO2 2 A1B. Shaded areas are significant with alpha 5 0.10.
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anomalies (Fig. 9c) indicate a negative x anomaly in the

vicinity of the strongest forcing with associated upper-level

divergence and a positive x anomaly to the west. In JJA,

the pattern is shifted slightly with the negative x anomalies

extending farther west (not shown). Farther away from the

forcing, and in particular in the northern extratropics, the

response is complex and may be related to circumglobal

teleconnections associated with the jet stream waveguide

(Branstator 2002). A detailed analysis of this response is

beyond the scope of this paper.

Although we cannot examine directly the effect of

the SST pattern on tropical cyclones (TCs), we can look

at related dynamical factors. Figure 10 shows the dif-

ference in vertical wind shear, calculated as the absolute

value of the difference between the 850- and 200-hPa

zonal wind. The full difference field is shown here. Both

ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z (Figs. 10b,c) show a decrease

in vertical wind shear relative to the A1B experiment.

Several studies have indicated that higher vertical wind

shear in the future scenario CMIP3 simulations may

actually act to inhibit or reduce TC formation over the

TNA despite the higher SSTs over the region (Vecchi

and Soden 2007; Knutson et al. 2008). Our result suggests

that this increase in vertical wind shear may be partly

dependent on the SST pattern. However, while TCs are

important extreme events, their contribution to the

quantities analyzed here, monthly and seasonal aver-

age precipitation, may not be large. Considering areas

similar to our Meso-America region, the TC contribution

to area-averaged precipitation over the MA region is less

than 3% during the early part of hurricane seasons (June–

July) (e.g., Rodgers et al. 2001; Jiang and Zipser 2010).

FIG. 7. Average MJJ differences in mean SLP (hPa) and 925-hPa

wind vectors (m s21) for (a) A1B 2 CTL, (b) ANOM1Z 2 A1B,

(c) ANOM4Z 2 A1B, (d) EPAC 2 A1B, and (e) TROPICS 2

A1B. Positive (negative) values are in brown (blue). Shaded areas

are significant with alpha 5 0.10.
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In summary, the ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z experi-

ments illustrate how the reduced warming in the TNA

affects the CMIP3 simulations. Because the TNA warms

less than the Pacific, the troposphere senses a TNA that

is cooler than the Pacific and interprets this as a small

warm pool situation within the global context, respond-

ing as if to a small warm pool situation with high SLP,

a strong CLLJ, less MA rainfall, and stronger vertical

wind shear over the main TC development region over

the IAS (Enfield et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2007, 2008).

d. Experiments EPAC and TROPICS

Because of the presence of a warm ENSO-like pattern

in the eastern tropical Pacific, we also test the effects of

removing this meridional SST pattern (cool anomaly

at 108–158S and a warm anomaly near the equator) by

replacing SSTs in this region with the area-average warm-

ing. This experiment significantly increases precipitation

over the Central American isthmus in MJJ (Fig. 5d) and

JJA (not shown). Overall, this change contributes 19% of

the drying in MJJ and 31% in JJA, that is, 1 2 (EPAC 2

CTL)/(A1B 2 CTL)], similar to ANOM1Z.

The circulation changes associated with these pre-

cipitation changes are consistent with patterns that favor

wetter conditions over MA, particularly over the Cen-

tral American isthmus. Figure 7d shows a SLP decrease

throughout the MA region. Moreover, the low-level

divergence in the vicinity of the applied cooler SSTs

near the equatorial eastern Pacific results in anomalous

southwesterly cross-equatorial flow toward the western

side of the Central American isthmus that is normally

associated with wet conditions, especially on the Pacific

side of the Sierra Madre (Hastenrath 1967; Waylen

et al. 1996; Peña and Douglas 2002). If more realistic to-

pography were used, there could be an even greater pre-

cipitation response, as the southwesterly cross-equatorial

flow would rise up over the rugged terrain, generating

precipitation. Our experiments are consistent with obser-

vations, where it has been shown that during warm (cold)

ENSO events, less (more) rainfall occurs on the Pacific

coast of Central America because the easterly CLLJ across

the isthmus is strengthened (weakened) when the SSTA

gradient from the Pacific to the Atlantic is negative (pos-

itive), resulting in a stronger (weaker) pressure gradient

across the isthmus (Enfield and Alfaro 1999). At 200 hPa,

the EPAC experiment (Fig. 11a) shows that removing

the warm ENSO-like pattern appears to strengthen the

east–west Walker circulation, with negative anomalies in

x over the western tropical Pacific and enhanced upper-

level convergence over the central and eastern Pacific.

Moreover, as in the ANOM1Z and ANOM4Z, there is

a decrease in vertical wind shear (Fig. 10d) when the warm

ENSO-like pattern is removed. This result is in agreement

with the increase in vertical wind shear that occurs during

warm ENSO events (Gray 1984).

The results of the TROPICS experiment are qualita-

tively similar to combining the EPAC and ANOM1Z

experiments, with changes in precipitation over the

eastern tropical Pacific and an increase in precipitation

FIG. 8. Average MJJ percent differences in precipitation for

ANOM4Z 2 CTL for MJJ. Positive (negative) values are in green

(brown). Shaded areas are significant with alpha 5 0.10. Contour

interval is from 2100% to 100% at 20% increments.

FIG. 9. Average MJJ differences for ANOM4Z-A1B for (a)

925-hPa streamfunction (106 m2 s21) and wind vectors (m s21),

(b) 200-hPa eddy streamfunction (106 m2 s21) and wind vectors

(m s21), and (c) 200-hPa velocity potential (106 m2 s21) and diver-

gent winds (m s21). Shaded areas are significant at alpha 5 0.1.
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over the MA region compared to the A1B simulation

(Fig. 5e). Nonetheless, there is still drying over MA

compared to the CTL experiment (Fig. 5f). The homo-

geneous warming [(TROPICS 2 CTL)/(A1B 2 CTL)]

accounts for 57% of the drying in MJJ and 63% in JJA.

These results indicate that the overall warming and

perhaps the associated upped ante effect are the most

important factors in the drying over MA but that the

warming pattern contributes to the drying.

As for the circulation anomalies associated with the

uniform SST warming, Fig. 7e shows a decrease in SLP

over the TNA and a low-level cyclonic circulation, both

similar to the results of the ANOM1Z experiment. In

addition, the enhanced southwesterly cross-equatorial flow

seen in EPAC is also present in TROPICS, and appears to

be enhanced slightly in TROPICS compared to EPAC

owing to its interaction with the anomalous circulation

over TNA (e.g., near 108N, 808W and across the Central

American isthmus near Panama). Similar to EPAC, the

velocity potential differences (Fig. 11b) are dominated by

the removal of the ENSO-like warm pattern, with an en-

hancement of the Pacific Walker circulation compared to

the A1B experiment. Here the positive x anomalies are

shifted west of the tropical Atlantic, perhaps due to the

higher SSTs over this region in the TROPICS experiment

compared to A1B. In the TROPICS experiment, the lack

of differential warming in the Atlantic and Pacific acts to

reduce wind shear (Fig. 10e) compared to the A1B ex-

periment, a result that has been found in observations

(Latif et al. 2007). Again, our results suggest that the pat-

tern of SST warming may influence dynamical factors that

affect future TC development and intensity.

FIG. 10. Average MJJ differences for vertical wind shear (m s21)

for (a) A1B 2 CTL, (b) ANOM1Z 2 A1B, (c) ANOM4Z 2 A1B,

(d) EPAC 2 A1B, and (e) TROPICS 2 A1B.
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4. Discussion and conclusions

We find that the ICTP AGCM adequately simulates

the spatial pattern of precipitation over the MA region,

although precipitation amounts are overestimated. Sim-

ulations in which the CMIP3 A1B-20C ensemble-average

SSTs are added to the climatological SSTs show drying

over the MA region similar to the CMIP3 A1B-20C

ensemble-average precipitation response, with preci-

pitation decreases of more than 20% in many areas.

Replacing the warming minimum with the zonal-mean

SST change (A1B 2 20C) in the tropical North Atlantic

shows that the reduced warming in the TNA is re-

sponsible for 16% and 31% of the overall drying in MA

in MJJ and JJA, respectively. A Gill response consistent

with an off-equatorial heating anomaly is excited in the

region of the applied forcing. When a larger forcing is

applied, the drying is ameliorated or reversed. The re-

sponse is qualitatively similar to the regional response to

a large Atlantic warm pool (Enfield et al. 2006; Wang

et al. 2007, 2008), but the details differ owing to dif-

ferences in the shape of the applied SST anomalies.

Changing the SST pattern over the eastern Pacific

(EPAC) also affects precipitation over the MA region,

with changes of 19% and 31% in MMJ and JJA. In that

case, there is increased low-level southwesterly cross-

equatorial flow that is normally associated with wet con-

ditions over Central America (Hastenrath 1967; Waylen

et al. 1996; Peña and Douglas 2002). The TROPICS ex-

periment shows the overall warming of SSTs in the

tropics and subtropics is the main contributor of the

MA drying, consistent with the ‘‘upped ante’’ effect.

All experiments show that the pattern of SST warming

affects vertical wind shear, which may have implica-

tions for future changes in tropical cyclones, a source of

uncertainty in future climate projections over the MA

region (Christensen et al. 2007).

It is important to note that, even without the differ-

ential heating of the TNA and eastern tropical Pacific,

the MA region is likely to dry (e.g., Neelin et al. 2003;

Chou and Neelin 2004; Held and Soden 2006) due to the

dominant upped ante effect. Nonetheless, our results

show that regional SST variations appear to amplify this

future projected drying over Meso-America. We must

therefore ask: how much confidence do we have in these

regional variations in SST warming? While Leloup and

Clement (2009) relate the reduced warming of the TNA

to air–sea interactions and increased wind speeds in the

TNA, the reduced warming extends over the entire

North Atlantic and coincides with a simulated weaken-

ing of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

(Meehl et al. 2007a). It may be that without the Leloup

and Clement (2009) mechanism, the reduced warming

would be confined to the extratropical North Atlantic.

Moreover, there are many features of the tropical mean

climate (and of the climate over the eastern tropical

Pacific in particular) that are not well represented by

models, including the double-ITCZ problem (Lin 2007)

and the ENSO cycle in general (e.g., Jin et al. 2008).

More work is needed to identify other contributing

mechanisms and sources of uncertainty, particularly

focusing on changes in transient and mesoscale phe-

nomena such as easterly waves, tropical cyclones, and

regional circulation features including the Caribbean

low-level jet. For example, several recent studies have

highlighted potential relationships between the strength

of the Caribbean low-level jet and easterly wave activity

(Méndez and Magaña 2010; Serra et al. 2010), which

could be important in this region since many models

show an increase in the strength of the CLLJ in the fu-

ture (Rauscher et al. 2008). Our results may provide

some guidance for such experiments. Regional climate

modeling studies utilizing a one-way nesting framework

should employ large domains that can include the SST

forcing over the TNA and eastern tropical Pacific. In

addition, the SST warming pattern of the global model

should be considered when selecting a model to dy-

namically downscale, as some models show this effect

more than others (Xie et al. 2010).
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